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Neelambar Hatti and Franz-Michael Rundquist 
COOPERATIVES AS INSTRUMENTS OF RURAL DEVE
LOPMENT - THE CASE OF INDIA 

Abstract 

383 

Organizations constitute an important basis for rural transformation as they aan 
provide impulses for initiating and stimulating growth. More importantly, they can 
provide a forum for the participation of people in decision-making. 
In India, and elsewhere, cooperative organizations have been extensively used by 
the State as a tool for promoting rural transformation. However, gene rally these 
organizations have not been particularly successful. A major reason for the fai/ure of 
cooperatives has been the inability of the State to create an environment conducive 
for people to cooperate. 
The paper argues that for rural development organizalions in general, and coopera
tives in particular 10 be successful, the State must actively change the environment 
in a direction which would enable the organizalions to funclion in social as weil as 
economic terms. 

Introduction 

In two earlier papers' the authors have analyzed the role 01 eooperatives in 
promoting rural development in India. Cooperative organizations have been exten
sively used in Indian developmenl planning' as a 1001 tor promoling structural 
changes in several sectors, nol leasl the agrarian seelor. 

However, our own studies , as weil as the impliealions we draw lrom other sludies 
dealing wilh cooperative development in the Third World, have led us to a stage where 
we feel a need 10 further explore the problems involved in ereating viable organiza
lional slruclures that eould be instrumental in promoting rural development. 

Approaehing these problems we divide our diseussions into two seetions. First, 
we locus our analysis on Ihe environmenls in wh ich an organization has to function . 
With this background we eonlinue to diseuss Ihe role 01 eooperatives in rural 
developmenl as we see it in terms 01 our own research and olher sludies. 

Organizations and Rural Development 

Rural development is a multidimensional proeess wh ich involves exlending the 
benelits 01 developmenl 10 Ihe rural paar. Gross inequality in land ownership and 

1 See HaHi, N. and Rundquist. Frankfurt a.M. (1989a and b). 
2 See the varicus Indian Five Year Plans since 1951. 
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invidious institutional structure wh ich sap initiative and incentive are among the most 
serious obslacles to rural development in developing countries (Chambers 1974, 
1983; Harti and Rundquist 1989b; Hili 1987). The prime constraints are structural, 
economic, technological and organizational. 01 these, organizalional barriers playa 
critical role in determining lhe pace of development. 

In so far as rural development is concerned, organizations constitute an important 
basis lor rural translormation. Organizations can provide impulses for initiating and 
stimulating growth, and provide a lorum lor the participation 01 people in decision
making. They help establish group dynamies, identify common needs 01 people and 
provide a chan ne I lor the transler 01 technology. Thus, they can be the local point lor 
decentralized planning and decision-making. 

This would imply the involvement 01 various organizations to enhance such 
aspects as production, productivity and employment generation (cl. Chambers 1983, 
Harriss 1984, Johnston and Clark 1982, Lea and Chaudhri 1983). These include 
effective utilization of natural resources 10 increase production. processing and 
marketing, provision lor inlrastructure lacilities and supporting services so as to 
improve the quality 01 life. Consequently, the term organization must have a broad 
connotation to encompass such lactors as physical inlrastructure, the delivery 
system, administration man power and spatial planning (Dantwala 1980: p. 53) . 

Organizational Environments 

An important aspect pertaining to the roles and lunctioning 01 organizations 
concerns not only their structure but also the environments in wh ich they operate . 

"One 01 the most common concerns in the literature on the place 01 local 
organizalions in rural development is the extent to wh ich their environment, 
broadly delined, affects or even determines their ability to perlorm effectively. Very 
olten, the issues are Iramed in terms 01 the hindrances or barriers that environ
mental lactors may present. Hyden's analysis 01 cooperatives in East Africa 
(1973). lor example, maintained that they were extremely weak vis-a-vis their 
sociopolitical environment and that their ineffectiveness was caused by their 
vulnerability to external manipulation." (Esman and Uphoff 1988: p. 102) 

The concept 01 environment as used in this paper refers to the totality of physical, 
social, economic and political influences affecting an organization, and also a notion 
of the extent to which these can be manipulaled by an organizalion. Environment in 
this perception consists of several layers that are more or less apparenl and 
inlluenceable. Elements 01 our conception of the environments surrounding an 
organization engaged in rural development activities are outlined in Figure 1. 

Prior 10 discussing Ihis ligure, however, it is necessary 10 describe some 01 the 
more general tenets of the environmental conception. Three levels of environments 
can be delined - the controlled, influenceabfe and appreciated environments (cl. 
Gyllström 1991, Lorsch and Allen 1973, Smith et al. 1980, Thompson 1973). 
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The controfled environment comprises of ane cr several core activilies whose 
composition and interrelationships to different degrees may be defined by formalized 
rules and administrative systems. The inffuenceable environment is made up of the 
physical resources and social actors being of direct consequence for the organizali
ons and to wh ich the organization has a reeiprocal relationship - for example, arable 
land, institutions, input suppliers, marketing organizations and banks. Finally, the 
appreciated environment accommodates factors affecting organizational performan
ce, but then factors gene rally outside the sphere within wh ich they are subject to 
direct influences from the organization in queslion. Examples of the latter are -
demographie characteristies of an organization's area of operalion, health standards, 
educational levels, access to social inlrastructure, transport-/communication net
works, ecology, world market and/or other externally set prices. 

Thus, an individual organization can be perceived as being linked to fields of 
interaction and influences composed of forces originating at local, regional, national 
and even international levels. Given the purpose of an organization , its behaviour 
can be seen as reflecting a mosaic of actions and reactions following trom its rela tions 
to different facets of its environment. 

Performance, of whieh etficiency is one aspeet, would then reflect the extent to 
wh ich this behaviour results in achievement of the organization's objectives. Impact 
would indicate an organization's influences on the social. economic and physical 
aspects 01 its environments in relalion to more generally defined criteria or objectives. 

With this perspeetive it is possible to return to Figure 1 and explore the ways in 
which the different environments impact on a given organization, The three environ
ments are shown by way of rectangles of different sizes that are further subdivided 
into different sub-segments. The two reetangles in the eentre of the figure primarily 
represent the conlrolled and influenceable environments, although some aspects of 
what we call the appreciated environment by necessily are also ineluded. Surroun
ding these, in the peripheral layer, is represented the apprecialed environment. 
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Figure 1: Organizationar environments 
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The eentre of Figure 1 ean be said to represent the very eore of organizational 
aetivities. That different types 01 organizational struetures are extemally imposed, 
and Irequently given monopolies within eertain sectors 01 the loeal eeonomies is weil 
known. Still, even il the organizations are sUbjeet to detailed eontrols, there is always 
some leverage left lor loeal initiatives, and this is indieated by the "Internal eontrolled 
ingredients". In terms of aetivity orientation these eould, for example, eomprise of 
details of eredit giving proeedures, investment plans, and deeisions on eompulsory 
member work-days (cf. i.a. Hedlund t 986) . Depending on the extent 01 external 
eontrols imposed, the range of responsibility left to loeal management may vary 
substantially from eountry to eountry, and even within countries on a regional basis. 

However, no organization can exist and function in a vacuum. Hence, organiza
tionally speeifie deeisions will be eonditioned by various faetors in its area of 
operation, as iIIustrated by the middle rectangle and the six sub-segments into whieh 
this one is subdivided. 01 these, the two most obvious are "Motivated leadership" 
and "Membership parlicipation". Linked to these one also finds "Professional stall". 
All three are important for properly funetioning loeal organizations, and delieieneies 
in one or several of these respeets have olten led to apparent laHures 01 otherwise 
weil intentioned rural development projeets. 

In terms 01 organizational environments, these laetors eould be seen as primarily 
bel on ging to the influeneeable environment. As indieated, however, the inlluenee 
exerted is based on a reeiproeal relationship with the eontrolled environment. Henee, 
the need-Iulfilment function of an arganization is probably the most important deter
minant 01 both a motivated leadership and high membership partieipation. II pereei
ved as satisfying essential loeal needs high partieipation rates are expeeted. Also, 
loealleadership should be more highly motivated in fullilling organizational goals. In 
addition, a high degree 01 membership partieipation puts pressure on leaders and 
staff to properly exereise their respeetive roles. 

Remaining segments in the middle rectangle are "Social setting': "Capital base': 
and "Verlieal integration". Soeial setting and vertieal integration to a large extent lall 
under the appreeiated environment and are only to a limited extent eontrolled/inllu
eneed by the individual organization. In terms 01 goal lullilment, however, both laetors 
are important. The extent to whieh organizational goals are eompatible with those 01 
the soeiety in wh ich the organization operates, naturally, affeets organizational 
effieieney. Also, vertieal integration - Irequently manilested through externally im
posed organizational struetures3 - largely belongs to the appreeiated environment 
and is only to a limited extent inllueneeable by a loeal organization. The extent to 
whieh this strueture is eompatible with loeal goals will strongly inlluenee organizatio
nal impact and effieieney. 

Finally, the eapital base, obviously, lorms the loundation lor a property lunetioning 
loeal organization. To a large extent this laetar is lound within the inllueneeable 
sphere 01 an organization, and is very mueh linked to motivated leaders hip and 
professional staff. At the same time, externally imposed demands or infringements 
01 operational freedoms may negatively influenee potential goal lulfilment. Henee, 

3 Far example, the cemman hierarchical organization of cooperalives fram an apex organiza
tion over unions down to individual societies with different powers and responsibilities 
assigned to each level. 
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conte nt and structure of the links between an organization, its influenceable and 
appreciated environments are critical for the proper functioning of the organization. 
Unfortunately, a lot of research (cf. La. Gyllström and Rundquist 1989) indicates that 
these links more often than not tend to circumscribe and restriet goal fulfilment rather 
than being supportive in their operations. 

Lastiy, the outer rectangle consists of six sub-segments, wh ich basically represent 
the apprecia1ed environment. To degrees, however, some of the factors indicated fall 
within the sphere of the controlled environment - particularly infrastructure, techno
logy and, to a lesser degree, socio-cultural factors. In a broader perspective, though , 
the possible impact on these factors by the type of rural development organizations 
gene rally found in the Third World, can only be marginal. The implication is that large 
sectors of importance for organizational functioning and eHiciency are beyond their 
immediate control, and that these are heavily dependent on policies of extern al 
bodies.4 

Organizational Development 

The success of any organization implementing a developmental strategy ultima
tely depends not only upon proper mobilization of local resources in men and material, 
but more specifically on its ability to involve the local population in the process. 
However, a major weakness in the oHicial strategy has been that the responsibility 
of planning and implementing local development programmes has rested in the 
hands of bureaucratic agencies or organizations sponsored by the State. Rarely have 
the people for whom the eHorts at improving their lives been given any responsibility 
in these processes. Nor have these organizations properly utilized local material 
resources. Needless to say, an externally imposed "Blueprint Approach" (Hyden 
1983) alone cannot bring about a meaningful integration of people and organizations. 
The benefits of State sponsored rural development programmes hitherto have largely 
accrued to the top economic and social strata who could manipulate the responsible 
agencies (Dasgupta 1984, Holmen 1991). 

Broadly, efficiency of rural organizations depends upon two sets of factors; rural 
power structures and government policies. These are internal as weil as extern al in 
character, and the interplay of these factors determines the emergence, development 
and performance of rural organizations. 

Key elements in organization building in rural settings are leadership, doctrine, 
education and environment. In India, after independence, several anempts were 
made to tackle the rural problems through institutional approach es. Evolution of 
community development blocks, cooperatives and panchayats were the main instru
ments for rural development during the fifties. Community development blocks, 
however, became bureaucratic institutions . Moreover, people's participation in the 
affairs of cooperatives and panchayats was marginal on account of the social and 
economic dualism that perpetuated the rural power pol ity. 

The introduction of the Intensive Agriculture Distriet Programme (IADP) in the early 
sixties gave new stimulus to agricultural growth. The emphasis here was for raising 

-4 Primarily governmental bodies al national and sub· national levels. 
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production of field crops by means of appropriate production techniques. and the 
necessary organizational support to accomplish this was also set up. This approach 
helped in shattering the popular myth that the Indian larmer was conservative and 
backward looking. However. this programme generally benefited the larger. better 
educated. and more inftuential sections 01 the peasantry in irrigated tracts. The 
outcome was the adoption 01 an 'elitist' model in rural development. 

For dry regions, a similar programme known as the Intensive Agriculture Area 
Programme (IAAP) was launched. Cfose on the heels ca me the seed-Iertilizer 
revolution in the late sixties. It triggered olf what came to be known as the "Green 
Revolution" which, even though region specilic, boosted lood output and brought an 
era of plenty. In all these programmes a package philosophy was the basic coneept. 

Since the 1970s several attempts have been made to improve the incomes of the 
rural poor through ad hoe measures - Drought Prone Area Programme (DRAP), 
Sma" and Marginal Farmers' Development Programme (SFDA), Command Area 
Development Programme (CADP), Food for Work Programme (FWP) and Antyo
day'" are examples 01 the isolated elforts made. These attempts have not had the 
desired impact lor lack 01 suitable organizational Irameworks that link resourees, 
people and the state. 

A more comprehensive strategy known as the Integrated Rural Development 
Programme (IRDP) was introduced in the Sixth Five Year Plan. This programme 
focused on a sectoral- and special integration of activities under the Distriet Rural 
Development Agency. However, here again, the absence 01 an integration between 
men and materials through a localized institutional agency resulted in delusions and 
mistakes in implementation. 

These and other beneliciary oriented, subsidized programmes have compounded 
the concentration 01 powers and patronage, enhancing the mis-delivery 01 benelits 
to the unintended. What is conspicuous in these programmes is the absence of the 
role and participation of the people - either in planning and implementation or raising 
of local resources. Jain et al. (1985: p. 110) write: 

"Thus, [ ... [, the various strategies adopted so far have been basically similar as they 
are anti-people and anti-development. So, strategies which did not work in the past, 
are not working at present, and can hardly be expected to work in the luture." 

On the whole, state elforts for rural development do not appear to have had much 
positive impact. It Irequently lacks the strategy and design for development locused 
on the specilic objective 01 activating the human factor in the rural economy. 
Programmes have usually been designed to operate only as delivery systems, and 
a delivery system - even an elficient one - cannot qUite overcome the barriers in 
rural development. State policies will have to eonsider new ways 01 promoting social 
and economic integration in order to become active instruments lor the emergenee 
of viable rural communities. As apart of this work, state policy has to concern itself 
with the revitalization 01 existing institutions such as, lor example, the panchayats in 
India, and cooperatives. Most importantly, state polices need to have a design to 
strengthen the position of the local economies vis-a-vis the larger national economy 

5 This programme raters 10 "the upliftment of the paarest 01 the paar" and was introduced 
during the sixth plan. See, Programme Evaluation Organization (1978). 
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(cf. Chopra et al. (990). Without such a design, state intervention will remain just a 
detivery system and not a force capable of bring about needed changes (Rao 1983: 
p. 689) . 

Integraled Siralegy 

On the whole, the efforts in India to bring about changes in rural areas have not 
been a great success due to many in-built rigidities in the organizational set-up. 

"The agency wh ich urges him (farmer) to change may not itself be capable of 
effecting the needed environmental change smoothly nor giving the needed 
advices which are made by officials (or loreign advisers), and he is naturally not 
willing to risk too much. His experience of government efficiency is not after all 
favourable." (Hunter 1 971 : p. (11) 

In rural development processes, directions should be clear, goals identified and 
the modus-operand i employed should involve the villagers. It needs an institution al 
set-up that can integrate multiple goals. This would call for a kind of 'systems 
approach ' in organizational pursuits. 

Integrated development would, then, demand taking into account in the planning 
and implementation process not only the local material resources but more so the 
economic and social resources of a community. "The overall cancern should be one 
of community orienlation, minimum srate intelVention. mass parlicipation, non
specialization, pooling 01 the local resources and services to the people" (Varma and 
Pillai 1980: p. 86). 

This wauld require a strang base level institution. Far obvious reasons, such an 
agency should have the consent of the people and must be nourished by them. An 
institution that can work on the basis of decentralized authority, and a centralized 
information system - controlled by the decentralized authority, but not under go
vernment control - could be the most appropriate one (Des ai and Prakash 1974: 
p. 154). 

Furthermore, any agency involved in planning for rural development should be 
prepared to make arrangements for providing the participants with the necessary 
prerequisites for optimally utilizing the planned facilities (Srivastava et al. 1975: 
p. 277) . The relevance of an activity should be the criterion for the selection of an 
area for the implementation of a programme. Failures of the government machinery 
to forge effective linkages between various interest groups in rural areas, however, 
has strengthened the case for voluntary action through institutional structures (cf. 
Gohlert 1987, Srivastava et al. 1975). 

'We have to bring about that blend of voluntary initiative and bureaucratic action 
which can generate the enthusiasm required to deliver the goods without was te 
and misdirection of resources ." (Nair 1981 : p. 40) 

Thus, in the final analysis only organizations promoted by people themselves can 
initiate and sustain development processes. 
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Cooperatives and Rural Development 

In India, the aims 01 rural development pali eies have been to lind suitable lorms 
of organizations for the dissemination of production credits and the provision of 
marketing outlets lor needed agricultural inputs. In this context cooperatives have 
been assigned a central role, and have in so me areas become important focal points 
lor banking, sales 01 consumer goods, and the dissemination of more general types 
of development credits. Ta varying degrees cooperatives have also become impor
tant marketing channels lor parts 01 the agricultural surplus production. Not all types 
of crops are marketed through cooperatives, though, and the latter lunction mainly 
rafers to more subsistence oriented crops. In effect, rural based cooperatives have 
Irequently become multi-purpose cooperatives taking on a number of supporting 
functions for the transformation and development of the agrarian sector, as weil as 
supporting functions lor a more general rural development process. 

Cooperative rural development palieies in other Third World countries bear many 
similarities to the policies pursued in India. Variations in their concrete manifeslations, 
organization, and functioning may eXist, but the dominant impression is one of 
similarity rather than difference. 

Although examples of weil functioning cooperatives da exist, the overwhelming 
impression is that cooperative organizations in India, and elsewhere, have not been 
successful in promoting rural development (cf. Apthorpe 1972; Haiti and Rundquist 
1989a and b; Hedlund 1986; Holmen 1991 , Hyden 1980; Gyllström 1989, 1991). Their 
performance records are alten plagued with lailures and, seen in langer perspectives, 
replete with information on liquidated societies (cf. Gyllström 1991). 

Two main tendencies become apparent. First, and foremost , cooperative orga
nizations have lailed in promoting a broadly based rural development process. 
Intended services and benefits have frequently been "appropriated" by the already 
wealthy and influential members of the target communities. Haiti and Rundquist 
(1989a), for example, concluded that: 

..... as indicated, the cooperatives in Sirsi Taluk seem more geared towards 
meeting the needs of landowners, particularty those producing garden crops, and , 
as a consequence of the social stratification, more geared towards serving the 
needs of the traditionally wealthy and economically powerful groups of the socie
ty." (Haiti and Rundquist 1989a: p. 124) 

Papers presented at a workshop in New Delhi on cooperatives and rural deve
lopment in India confirm that while cooperatives have played a positive role in 
agricultural development, the services extended are not enjoyed equally. Thus, 
cooperatives have widened inequalities. 

''Though the formal ownership of the cooperative is democratic, in actual practice 
large growers control its palieies [ .. . ] the dominance of the economically privileged 
coterie is mainly due to two factars. Firstly, they are able to intimidate the sm all 
growers by the sheerweight of their ownership. Secondly, they use their links with 
the government to establish a patron-client relationshipwhich prevents democratic 
function ing." (Dur emphasis) (Jain et al. 1985: p. 57) 
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Along a similar vein with respect to a Minimum Needs Programme in drought-pro-
ne areas in India it has also been observed that: 

"Given the existing structure 01 rural societies, the benefits 01 this service have 
been mainly to the advantage ollarmers already with access to productive 
resources. The present set-up has not been able to cope with the built-in power 
relations." (Bengtsson 1979: p. 13) 

These observations overlap with conclusions drawn by several other authors 
concerned with organizational aspects of rural development (cl. Attwood and Bavis
kar 1988; Hyden 1980, 1983; Mars 1986; Robertson 1984; Sandbrook 1985; UNDP 
1984). Recurrent arguments are that development problems are socio-polilical in 
origin and based on ethnic conllicts, clan politics, regional and retigious factionalism. 
Interpretations come elose to the 'tradition versus modernity' perspective as it has 
Irequently been discussed in the African context (Hyden 1983). Modern institut ions 
are perceived as alien, and newly introduced roles 01 soeial and economic inleracti
ons do not conform to moral obligations based on prevailing cuttural values. 

Second, concerning the relatively successlul cooperatives, it is olten noted that 
these share some common traits such as economic sell-interest that tend to set them 
apart Irom the broad mass of cooperatives lound in the Third World. They are 
Irequently more geared towards being producer or 'monoculture' cooperatives - as 
opposed to being multi-purpose cooperatives - locusing on a single cash-crop. 
Over time a tendency towards widening the range 01 services provided is olten 
observed, but their main emphasis continues to be the productive activities lor which 
they were once started. They also tend to operate in areas that are ecologically, 
inlrastructurally, and otherwise, weil suited lor the types of activities engaged in . 
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In addilion, their areas 01 operation tend to be relatively homogeneous and weil 
delined in terms 01 both ecological preconditions and social and economic differen
tiation among their target populations (Gyllström 1991; Hedlund 1986; Mascharenas 
1988). 

The obvious relalion between economic se!f-interest and organizational deve
lopment can be derived lrom the general observation that cooperative/rural organiza
tions are instruments 01 joint elforts among people aiming at achieving a common 
goal, and lor the lu!filment 01 private goals members would not be able to attain on 
their own. This involvement, however, is conditional as an organization normally 
contributes only to parts 01 a person's total purpose. For example, larmers are 
perfectly capable 01 cooperating and do so when necessary; but they do not seek 10 
cooperate in every aspect. What they do is try to manage their social, economic and 
political problems by lorming selective, negotiated alliances (Appadurai 1986, AIt
wood and Baviskar 1988). 

Slill, though conditions may be lavourable, successlul cooperatives are not 
completely Iree 01 conllicts. These, however, largely originate lrom the outside, but 
have direct repercussions on the lunctioning 01 individual societies. Examples 01 such 
potential conllicts are concretely described in Hedlund (1986). On the one hand, he 
points at "state interlerence"through an elaborate structure 01 cooperative legislation 
and centralized bureaucracy which tend to hamper local initiatives by severely 
restricting Ilexibility. This is particularly evident with respect to the linancial manage
ment 01 societies, where organizational structure and legislation shilts responsibility 
and control to higher layers 01 the cooperative hierarchy. 

On the other hand, he points at the potentiat conllicts embedded in the lack 01 rote 
lullilment - as perceived by the members - 01 a society. From the point 01 view 01 
the members, an important criterion on society performance is the amount of cash 
earnings they are able to derive lrom their membership. In the society studied by 
Hedlund (1986), lewer conllicts emerged in times of plenty - i.e. periods when the 
world market prices lor COlfee were high and the members received substantial 
incomes. However, when world market prices were depressed and producers feit the 
pinch of reduced payments, externally imposed export duties, handling charges, 
chesses, commissions ete., conflicts tended to surface. 

The observations above indicate that with the prevailing set up 01 cooperatives 
they lind themselves in a "Dependence Trap", as illustrated by Figure 2. The point 01 
departure is the role 01 the government which is responsible lor cooperative legisla
tion. This legislation largely predetermines the lorm and structure 01 cooperatives, 
thus inlusing a governmental administrative and bureaucratic culture. It is also 
government legislation that provides the norms lor the distribution of loans and 
subsidies, wh ich Irequentiy leads to an inliltration by political elements and vested 
interest groups. Additionally, the prevalent culture and norms 01 institutions such as 
government departments and linaneial institutions are not easily changed and olten 
tend to hinder an elfeetive implementation (Paul and Subramaniam 1983: p. 354). 

This superstructure imposed by the government, as weil as the politicisation 01 
soeieties, tends to sap initiative and motivation and thus have a negative impact. In 
turn, this will result in poor performance which inereases the dependeney on the state 
lor additional finaneial resourees. Thus, the cooperatives lind themselves locked into 
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a "vieious eire/e", and it is evident that the prevailing system of eooperation suHers 
trom inherent structural weaknesses, 

Cooperatives Reconsidered 

The discussion above gives a rather pessimistic view of the possibilities of existing 
rural development organizational struetures to make a positive eontribution towards 
aehieving their desired outeomes/goals. An important aspeet of the problem is found 
in the lack of eongruenee between organizational/superstrueture interests and the 
in terest of those served by the organization . This problematie is frequently further 
exaeerbated by State interferenee into organizational funetions at both maero- and 
miero-Ievels, and, as a eonsequenee, that loeal interests are rarely eonsidered (cf. 
i.a. Haiti and Heimann 1992; Suomela 1991). 

Partly, the lack of eongruenee may indieate a eoneeptual problem. The terminology 
used in most of the available literature centres around the eoneept eooperative(s), 
thus, indieating a given organizational strueture working within a speeifie legal 
framework that delines the limits for its funetioning. Also, by indieating and foeusing 
on the formal cooperative seetor, emphasis is placed on an organizational form 
wh ich - based on experienees of eooperative development in the West, and on how 
these experienees have been eommunieated by international donor ageneies -
basically has been formed in one and the same mould regardless of where in the 
world a eooperative is found. 

In cur view, it is necessary 10 90 beyond the formal structures in order 10 
understand the rationality behind an individual's deeision to involve himsel! in 
eooperative aetivities or not. T 0 a larger extent, as normally used, the very coneepts 
of eooperation and eooperatives earry a moral postulate of rationality, Le. only by 
eooperating eould higher development objectives be aehieved. Also - "Cooperation 
is too olten seen as a panacea tor a/leviating poverty in what might be an eeonomiea/ly 
and politiea/ly stagnating soeiety"(Hatti and Heimann 1992: p. 2) . However, it should 
be borne in mind that eooperation is not an aid-giving business (Laidlaw 1978). 

More and more evidenee has been presented to indieate that eooperation, or 
eooperative aetivities, may not be the natural and neeessary responses to loeally feit 
development problems. Suomela' (1991 : p. 83), for example, talks about an "identity 
erisis"and "membelShipalienation"in manyformal eooperative soeieties during the 1980s. 

An important faetor generating the situations observed by Soumela' eoncern the 
size of eooperative soeieties. Linked to the question of society size is the fact that a 
large soeiely must resort to "indireettorms oldemoeracy"(Soumela' 1991: p. 84) and 
henee that soeiety deeision making may eome to represent the stronger interest group 
among the members, only. Additionally, as observed in many eooperative organiza
tions in the Third World, " ... eooperation perhaps mightjust result in either redistribu
tion 01 already scaree resourees or aggrandizement 01 the richer, more powerful 
parlicipants" (Haiti and Heimann 1992: p. 2). 

Moreover, " .. . observations exemplified by such laetors as backward bending 
supp/y curve 01 labour must indica te that larmers and peasants in India da not 
necessarily consider development based on the same economic rationale as we, ... " 
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Haiti and Heimann (1992: p. 1 - 2). 01 particular interest in this context is the 
discussion on the "psycho-socialvalue oftime"(ibid.:13). With this concept they want 
to demonstrate that - although investment and participation decisions cannot be 
related to an "economic man" rationality, Irequently presupposed when discussing 
cooperation and development in Third World contexts - the actual decisions taken 
may be perfectiy rationallrom the point 01 view 01 the individual. In particular, the 
authors indicate that "The marginal value of a new labour investment is calculated 
against the psycho-social value of free time foregone ... " (ibid.). In addition, the 
importance 01 Iree time is that it permits " ... the fulfilment of social obligations and in 
itself can lead to psychological need-fulfilment" (ibid.). 

Cooperatives have generally not been seen Irom the point 01 view 01 economic 
rationality. Rather, the locus has been set on the perceived rationality 01 the work 
organization through cooperatives. What is Irequently lorgotten, then, is that coope
ratives have to lit into a Iramework wh ich lor the potential members entails not only 
an economic but also a social reality. In promoting Rural Development, lactors such 
as village social structure, household and lamily structure, tradition, cuUural ru les and 
practices must be considered and incorporated into any plans lor rural change . 

We argue that cooperation between individuals with common goals 01 economic 
sell-interest could in many instances be rational , but it has to be developed out 01 the 
realization 01 its benelits to the potential participants. People would accept coopera
tion il it satislies so me 01 their signilicantiy lelt needs. The concept 01 an improved 
quality 01 lile has to be delined by the people themselves. Ultimately only organiza
tions established and promoted by people themselves can initiate and sustain a 
development process. In this context, a cooperative Iramework, lollowing the coope
rative principles, can have distinct advantages in attaining the objectives 01 Rural 
Development. Cooperatives, born out 01 the lelt needs 01 the people, can internalize 
economic and social developrnent through vOluntary action . 

This, however, presupposes areversal 01 the role 01 the State in introducing and 
utilizing cooperative organizations in eHorts 01 rural development - viz. State 
interference has to go Irom one 01 a negative influence to one 01 a positive support 
(cl. La. Gyllström and Rundquist 1989). The rigidity and politicisation 01 existing 
cooperative structures, as indicated in Figure 2, together with an emphasis on the 
economic aspects 01 these organizations is in this context particularly problematic. 
One aspect 01 the problematic is the seerningly general decline in respect lor 
authority, including a lack 01 regard lor governmental representatives, civil servants, 
or politicians as people seem to expect li11le guidance Irom them. In addition, 
governmental policies and bureaucratic (mal)practice are not conducive to coopera
tion, and do not constitute role models in cooperation and public spirit. 

In the course 01 introducing development programmes based on the principles 01 
cooperation, then, the individuals involved must be convinced that change is possible 
and can be influenced thought concerted action. It cannot be taken lor granted that 
the individuals lorming the target group lor a cooperative project believe that econo
mic and social development is possible and desirable, Moreover, it cannot be taken 
for granted that they consider cooperation an effective means 01 achieving their goals 
and aspirations - at least not ilthey associate 'cooperation'with astate controlled 
organization. 
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Target groups must perceive an underlying rationality to cooperation, which must 
be seen as a viable method of achieving collective and individual goals. Cooperation 
must also be perceived as satisfying in psycho-social terms and not detrimental to 
psycho-social need fulfilment. Working together in informal constellations towards achie
ving common goals can lead to a sustainable dynamic that could transcend the task at 
hand and provide an impetus for concerted development oriented action in general. 

A major problem in development policy formulation and programme planning, how
ever, is to create an environment conducive to working together - er, in other words, to 
cooperation. In our view, such environments are not established as a resul! of the 
common way in which development programmes in general, and cooperative projects in 
particular, are implemented. With respect to the latter, project implementation usuaHy 
implies the establishment of a full-fledged cooperative structure in terms of organization, 
linkages and legislation. Once this has been achieved, it is taken for granted that the 
membership cadre will grow and that cooperation between members will be established. 
In view of the critical discussion conceming the formal cooperative sector presented 
above, however, this sector may within itself cany the seeds of failure by alienating 
potential members from one another, as weil as from the very idea of cooperation . 

Cooperation is a means for self-help; the idea of working together must come from 
within the community and be allowed to become habit forming. When and if it is found to 
be an effective means of achieving personal as weil as community goals, cooperation in 
a more formal sense can emerge from such experiences of informal cooperation. Seen 
from a planning perspective, the idea of cooperation should be allowed to mature in the 
course of a pre-cooperaDve phase. During this phase, initially less emphasis should be 
placed on the formal aspects of cooperation. Instead, it is of paramount importance that 
potential members are provided with an opportunity to leam to function as a group, since 
the Indian viHagers " ... are more concemed about the mastery of human relationships, 
than theyare aboutthe mastery ofthings" (Beals 1 974: p. 11). This implies an emphasis 
on social, rather than purely economic, activities, which eventually could result in a 
positive group cohesiveness. Once this objective has been achieved, the potential 
members can be trained in the formal aspects of cooperation_ 

An important precondition for this concept to be successful is the liberalization of 
the rigid framewerk of state policies vis-a-vis cooperatives. The role of the state and 
other implementing agencies, should be to create an environment conducive to 
cooperation . This presupposes the willingness of the State to aHow the concept of 
'self-help', both in a social as weil as in economic terms to be an integral part of any 
rural development policy. State policies, thus, must actively change the 'appreciated 
environment' (Figure 1) of rural development organizations in general and coopera
tives in particular. 
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